Motivation
• Membrane computing is a rather young domain and very active
• is a branch of natural computing • is inspired by the structure and the functioning of living cell • has computational completeness
• P systems provide a nice abstraction for parallel and distributed systems • operational semantics is a way of describing rigorously the evolution of a system • SOS is a well-known framework for specifying the semantics of concurrent systems • rewriting logic is a semantic framework for concurrency Operational Semantics and Rewriting Logic in Membrane Computing -p.3/19 P Systems A P system is a structure:
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P Systems
A P system is a structure:
• a composite membrane:
• committed configurations (system states):
The initial configuration of a P system generating n 2 , n ≥ 1: Transitions: an example Inference trees for:
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Computations
• a computation for a P system Π: 
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Rewriting Logic
• membership equational logic is a sublogic of rewriting logic
• a rewrite theory R = (Σ, E ∪ A, φ, R) specifies a concurrent system:
• states ↔ terms of the initial algebra specified by (Σ, E ∪ A) • concurrent transitions ↔ rewrite rules
Maude
• algebraic specification language from the OBJ family
• a functional module specifies a theory in membership equational logic • a system module specifies a theory in rewriting logic
• formal analysis tools:
• the search command Transitions by Term Coloring
• tree-like structure of P systems
• two traversal operators:
• blue : top-down, maximal parallel rewriting
The blue traversal strategy:
if irreducible(L, S, rules(L)) .
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Transitions by Term Coloring (cont'd)
The green traversal strategy:
• green multisets merge into one green multiset:
rl green(Smd1) green(Smd2) => green(Smd1 Smd2) .
• a leaf becomes green if its multiset is green:
• a set of green sibling subtrees becomes green:
rl green(neM1+), green(neM2+) => green((neM1+, neM2+)) .
• messages are exchanged only between a node with a green multiset and its green children: Transitions by Term Coloring (cont'd)
• a green membrane containing δ is dissolved if the multiset of its parent is green, its siblings are also green, and the communication is completed for this subtree:
crl < L | green(Sd) ; green(neDM) > => < L | green(Sd S1) ; green(neDM1) > if < L1 | S1 delta >, neDM1 := neDM .
• coloring a subtree in green:
rl < L | green(Sod) ; green(neM+) > => green(< L | Sod ; neM+ >) . rl { < L | green(S) > } => { green(< L | S >) } .
• accomplishing a transition: op init : -> Configuration . eq init = { < M1 | empty ; < M2 | empty ; < M3 | a f > > > } . eq maxSize = 15 . endm)
